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Thomas: The Book of Mormon in the English Literary Context of 1837

the book of mormon
in the english literary context of 1837
gordon K thomas

do you know anything of a wretched set of religionists in your
Mormo
country superstitionists I1 ought rather to say called mennonites
Monno
nites or
mormonites
monnonites
latter day saints so wrote the great english poet william wordsworth
to his american editorhenry
editor henry reed early in 1846 this is the only reference
to mormonism in Word
wordsworths
sworths surviving letters or other writings and
it may come as a shock to modem latter day saints to find such anger
and hostility towards us in a poet of whom we so often think as our poet
one who believed much of what we believe knew what we know and did
not mind any more than we do defying the orthodox establishment of
church and state for the sake of pursuing and publishing his unorthodox
ideas in fact though wordsworth felt deep personal chagrin and sorrow
over the inroads which mormonism was making in britain by the 1840s
had joined the church and was bound fornauvoo
A niece of his wife hadjoined
for nauvoo and
it was that fact which occasioned his letter to henry reed in which the
poet added that their relative had just embarked we believe at liverpool
with a set of the deluded followers of that wretch in an attempt to join
their society this headstrong girl was neither stupid nor unlearned As
wordsworth wrote of her she is a young woman of good abilities and
well educated but early in life she took from her mother and her
ical turn and has gone on in a course of what she
connections a methodistical
methodist
supposes to be piety till she has come to this miserable close
En
in fact this hostility of wordsworth who was then englands
glands poet
laureate towards mormonism was as we well know widely shared by
many perhaps most men and women of prominence and public stature
in the kingdom in the early years of the british mission that fact too
though we are used to acknowledging it may well continue to surprise
us in a way for the kinds of people of whom 1I am speaking people of
deep but generally unorthodox spiritual searchings and perceptions of
determinedly independent public stance unafraid and undeterred in their
truth and their eagerness to share their own findings
oftruth
ortruth
personal pursuit of
and tolerate those of others these seem like the kinds of people from
gordon K thomas is a professor of english at brigham young university
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whom mormonism might have hoped for a fair and even appreciative
hearing 1I think of such literary figures besides wordsworth as
coleridge and shelley blake and byron all of them so different but all
of them outspoken seekers for and defenders of religious truth in the early
nineteenth century
of course accidents of chronology kept many of these from ever
hearing of the restored gospel blake died a decade before the first
mormon missionaries reached england and coleridge died in 1834
byron left england for good in 1816 and his pursuit of truth and a
meaningful existence led him to an early death in the greek revolution
in 1824 shelley drowned off the coast of italy in 1822 almost eight years
before the church was even organized though he like others seems to
have had at least a hazy notion of what was coming when he wrote in his
promethius unbound of what he
1819 preface to his poetic drama promethium
actually called a restoration as well as a transformation in human
conditions and religious awareness and opportunity shelley believed
then that he and his literary companions would have a great role to play
in what lay ahead
the great writers of our own age are we have reason to suppose the
companions and forerunners of some unimagined change in our social
condition or the opinions which cement it the cloud of mind is discharging
its collected lightning and the equilibrium between institutions and opinions
is now restoring or is about to be restored 2

my intent here is not to explore the fulfilling of Shel
shelleys
leys grand
shellers

prophecy for in any specific sense it was not fulfilled the literary giants
of early nineteenth century england did not foster nor usher in the
restoration of the gospel indeed as we have seen the only one of these
giants who knew about mormonism was wordsworth and his sole
recorded response on earth was hostility my aim then instead is to
explore what happened to prevent the kind of spiritual marriage between
the gospel message and english poetry which would seem almost
expectable and which shelley even seems to have envisioned I1 will
suggest and suggest only for proof in matters of mental and artistic and
social influences seems impossible one key ingredient in the literary
context of the day which seems likely to have poisoned the atmosphere
which in so many other ways seemed so likely to be receptive
the element of the literary context on which 1I shall focus is the
discovery of a variety of treasures of ancient writings all of which are
bound to remind us in one way or another of the coming forth of the book
litera rily
of mormon it seems clear to me here at the outset that the literarily
aware of great britain in 1837 and the ensuing years would surely have
felt similarly reminded as they heard of the miraculous preservation and
translation ofthebookofmormon
of the B ook of mormon and the reminder would
discovery and andtranslation
have been there whether for good or evil
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if the bringing to light of the book of mormon still ranks as the most
miraculously dramatic recovery of ancient records we yet know of even
hammada and the
amid such modem discoveries as linear B and nag hammadi
dead sea scrolls there are other if lesser miracles one of these
perhaps the most important ever in english literary studies began to
unfold just over a century before the opening of the british mission but
it developed in several stages right up into the early nineteenth
century this was the almost miraculous survival of the only manuscript
earliest form ofourlanguage
written
odthe
in the earliestform
of our language the anglo
of the greatestpoem
ofthe
tenin
greatest poem writ
saxon beowulf which not only came through the dissolution of the
monasteries by king henry VIII and the scattering or destruction of
their libraries in the sixteenth century but the accidental burning of the
ishad been housed without yet having been
robert cotton library in which ithad
really studied or recognized as a treasure in 1731
1731 in fact it was this fire
which mostly just charred the edges but could so easily have destroyed
the entire beowulf manuscript which first brought it to real public
even then thepoem was notyetsafe As one scholarsays
scholar says the
Ev
awareness deventhen
eventhen
enthen
something of a cliff
history of beowulfs physical preservation is
hanger 3 A series of something
somethinr very much like small miracles continued
on into the next century an edition of the poem was prepared in the late
eighteenth century by a danish scholar named Thorkelin
thorkelin who made
hand made copies still survive
copies of the only manuscript in 1787 his handmade
and they preserve for us many words which have since vanished from the
constantly deteriorating cotton manuscript but Thork
thorkelins
elins printed
was destroyed in 1807 when the british navy bombarded
edition itself wasdestroyed
copenhagen scholars who do not often get excited on paper still write
years 4 it is for english
of the sensational survival of beowulfover
beowulf over the yearsat
literature a spectacular example of a nearly miraculous voice from the
dust one of the unquestioned masterpieces of our poetry which has
reached us through ways which seem defiant of human reason and logical
expectation I1 cannot help feeling that if only this story of the marvelous
transmission of the poem beowulf from ancient times to modem readers
had been in english minds in 1837 the still more spectacular claims of
the book of mormon to miraculous preservation and transmission would
have found easier access but the saga of the beowulf manuscript was a
positive influence which was to wind up almost buried amid still more
spectacular negative influences
another positive influence 1I believe would have been the story of
the saving and publishing to the world of the medieval folk ballads this
is a story with many strands of which that of dr thomas percy is neither
the first nor the most reliable and scholarly but bishop percy had a
success with the old british ballads which outweighed all others in its
effect on the public and which had a reputation for authority and
respectability which none of the literary discoveries of which 1I am
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speaking could ever equal dr percy was an oxford scholar and
drombore in
antiquarian of merit who became anglican bishop of dromore
ireland he was a close and esteemed friend of the great and immensely
influential samuel johnson who put percy in charge of british
antiquities in the discussions of the famous literary club which was
founded under the leadership of samuel johnson in 1764 in london and
which for decades was the very center of english intellectual life and
activity 5 johnson said of percy that he was one out of whose company
tyg
1I never go without having learnt something 1166 and when percy turned his
attention to ferreting out sometimes in nearly miraculous states of
survival and reviving and publishing the old ballads for modem readers
he acknowledged samuel johnsons help and inspiration in the project 7
the work which finally resulted was the monumental three volume
collection of medieval ballads and other popular poems curiously mixed
gercys own compositions and some contemporary songs
with some of percys
liques ofancient
published under the title Re
reliques
of ancient english poetry in 1765 it
relioues
hit a popular nerve fostered among other things in the public mind by the
story of the preservation of the beowulf manuscript of increasing
popular interest in the literary antiquities of english rather than classical
literature and it fed that interest in very positive ways scholars agree
that it played a major part in revolutionizing english literary taste and
made the way smooth for later great poetic discoveries and achievegercys Re
liques if it had existed alone in this
reliques
ments 8 As with beowulf percys
relioues
literary context would perhaps have helped make the way smooth too for
the arrival of the book of mormon to british shores with the first
missionaries in 1837
but it was not alone during this same period of growing excitement
in literary britain over those important and very positive discoveries of
ancient writings now revealed in sometimes seemingly miraculous ways
for modern
modem readers there were other spectacular claims being made for
other discoveries which would eventually disillusion the public
especially the literary world of england and for decades make even the
most tolerant men of letters suspicious and resistant toward anything
claiming to be a voice from the dust that is to say a discovery of ancient
writings
one of these was the curious case of thomas chatterton who
began as he said at the age of twelve discovering poems written in the
fifteenth century by among others a priest named thomas rowley
whether in a fit of depression or out of fear of discovery or in pangs of
conscience or for other reasons only to be guessed at chatterton killed
himself by drinking arsenic in london in 1770 at the age of only
seventeen it was mostly after his death that his name became known in
1777 a very prominent scholar of medieval literature became involved
in the chatterton story this was thomas tyrwhitt a man renowned for
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his study of the great medieval poet geoffrey chaucer and to whom
more than to any other single scholar we owe the recovery of understanding of chaucer and knowledge of how his poetry worked and how
it was pronounced at the very moment in which thomas tyrwhitt was
achieving the beginnings of his great and deserved fame as a medievalist
with his publication of the canterbury tales of chaucer to which are
added an essay upon his language and versification an introductory
discourse and notes 9 he turned his attentions to the chatterton
manuscripts tyrwhitt published the poems attributed by chatterton to
the gode prieste thomas rowleie
rowlene
Row leie and hailed them as among the great
discoveries of literary antiquities 10 these claims coming in the context
created not only by the reawakened and newly informed interest in
percys
chaucer but also by such discoveries as that of beowulf and gercys
Re
liques attracted a great deal of attention but the attention was naturally
reliques
relioues
accompanied by scrutiny and the rowley poems could not stand up
under scrutiny they were soon revealed to be counterfeits made up of
a hodgepodge of chaucerian and spenserian language and reformation
ideas after a short period of horrified discussion and public debate
these poems were quite soon and almost universally acknowledged a
fraud and an imposition though even severe literary critics tended to
praise the achievement of the boy chatterton while denouncing his
deceit samuel johnson said ofrim
of him this is the most extraordinary young
ofhim
man that has encountered my knowledge it is wonderful how the
whelp has written such things 12 A quarter of a century later
wordsworth praised chatterton as the marvelous boy the sleepless
pride1313 and in the next generation john keats
soul that perished in his pride
dedicated his first long poem endymion to chatterton probably such
men felt little inclination to punish the boy chatterton for his literary
forgery because he had already punished himself so severely but the
revelation that yet another great discovery from antiquity had this time
turned out to be a fraud certainly created both disillusionment and
suspicion in the english reading public chatterton polluted the well of
truth
the most spectacular of all the claims for literary discoveries in this
period of english history and the one which seems most like a sort of
parallel parody of the book of mormon was that involving the young
scotsman james macpherson macphersons
Macphers ons discoveries and claims and
publications were to provoke both immense popular excitement internationally and also a long lasting scholarly controversy finally resulting
by 1837 in a british literary public made wary of all more or less
discovered
overed and translated by modem
dik
miraculous claims for ancient books dih
men for modem readers 14
in 1760 macpherson just twenty four years old and fresh out of
college published a work he entitled fragments of ancient poetry
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collected in the highlands of scotland and translated
trom
from the gaelic
translatedfrom
or erse language the first of several books which he later collected and
compiled into a single work published under the title of the poems of
macphersons
ons
ossian in 1765 1511 the name of ossian was not new to Macphers
readers both ireland and scotland had long claimed for their cultural
heritage the third century celtic bard who insisted that he wrote under
divine inspiration and who related his own exploits and those of his
illustrious father fingal or finn it was a tradition as old and honored as
the british legends of king arthur and his round table knights and
equally misty in its origins and evidences what was new about
Macphers ons works was his claim to have discovered and have in his
macphersons
possession Os
sians original third century gaelic manuscripts writings
ossians
miraculously preserved on wood and stone and other ancient materials
his earliest discoveries which he duly translated into english spoke of
even greater discoveries to be made if macpherson could find sufficient
financial backing for the needed searches T
there
here was a sensational
response to his appeal for funds the money was easily provided
macpherson went off into the highlands and he returned with a
manuscript so he said of a full blown epic his translations into english
were metrical and musical prose and they were an immediate triumph
understandable enough for until then no one had ever claimed to have
belts nor even to have thought that
discovered writings from the ancient celts
Macphers ons claims then were
ancient gaelic was a written language macphersons
doubly great he had evidence to prove the literacy of the ancient
inhabitants of britain and he proved them not merely literate but among
the foremost literary artists of all time these enormous claims were
readily accepted for the world was eager for great literary discoveries
growing national pride and there were many eager
furtheritwas
further itwas an age of ofgrowing
that just as beowulfhad
and ready to believe thatjust
beowulf had shown the literary greatness
of which ancient germanic people were capable and thus allowed
ancient cultural authority
enjoy the kind of sense of ancientcultural
northern europeans to enjoythekindof
which greeks and italians had enjoyed for millennia now the belts
celts had
their ossian and fingal
the scottish were especially enthusiastic one contemporary
Macphers ons claims within the edinburgh literary establishdefender ofmacphersons
ment wrote the compositions of ossian are so strongly marked with
characters of antiquity that although there were no external proof to
support that antiquity hardly any reader of judgment and taste could
hesitate in referring them to a very remote aera 1611
translations into many european languages followed speedily
Bonapartes
bonapartes
Cesa rottis translation into the italian was said to be napoleon vonapartes
cesarottis
goethe ssorrows owyoung
ofyoung
favorite book 17 in goethessorrows
of young werther published in
1774 the lovers werther and charlotte found such joy as was possible
for them not in homer whose works they rejected but in reading from the
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Macphers ons
poems of ossian to each other 18 indeed the popularity of macphersons
productions achieved immense proportions not only throughout the
british isles and all over europe but in america as well where they were
praised enthusiastically by such men of discernment as thomas jefferson
and walt whitman 19 ralph waldo emerson noted that ossian
ossian as
had superiorities over
macpherson had translated him for poetry
dryden
dry den and pope 112020 and henry david thoreau in an amazing burst of
enthusiasm extended the favorable comparison to homer pindar and
isaiah 21
if however there was an immediate a widespread and for several
Macphers ons translations
decades at least an enduring acclaim for macphersons
there was also from the very first considerable suspicion of his claims in
certain quarters the same dr samuel johnson who had helped with
percys
gercys Re
Chatt ertons talents even while
liques and had praised chattertons
reliques
relioues
regretting his fraud decided that the macpherson case required some
probing though of advanced age and not in very good health johnson
who was always reluctant to leave the comforts and civility of life in
london undertook an extensive journey into scotland and its outlying
isles in order to make on the spot inquiries and investigations in 1775
he published his journey to the western islands of scotland and
announced to the public his finding that macpherson may have had
acquaintance with a few oral fragments of old stories and poems but that
the work purporting to be a translation was in fact an original
composition and not even a very good one when one of macphersons
Macphers ons
defenders asked johnson whether he really thought that any man of
reply was yes
modem
in
odem age could have written such poems johnsons 1122
sir many men many women and many children 22 macpherson
promptly challenged johnson to a duel but the great scholar retorted 1 I
shall never be deterred from detecting what I1 think a cheat by the
menaces of a ruffian 112323
A great and long controversy ensued with many important men of
letters taking sides thomas gray the poet and oxford scholar wrote that
he would gladly go to the scottish highlands to behold the genius who
Os sians poems if he believed as he could not that it
was the author of ossians
might be any man alive in modem times 24 robert bums was so certain
Macphers ons publication that he spoke of
ofossian
of the authenticity of macphersons
ossian
as among the glorious models after which 1I endeavor to form
fonn my
conduct 25 and macpherson was able to the end of his life to maintain
considerable public faith in his claims by promising to publish the original
manuscripts as soon as the translator shall have time as he said to
transcribe them for the press 112126 meanwhile he became very wealthy
entered parliament and when he died in 1796 was buried in westminster
abbey all without ever producing the manuscripts As johnson wrote
where are the manuscripts they can be shown if they exist but they
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1127
were never shown 0127
eleven years after macphersons
Macphers ons death that is in
1807 the poems did appear in the original celtic language when they
were easily seen to be mere translations from macphersons
Macphers ons productions
21
in english back into rather shoddy modem gaelic 28
knowledgeable
scholars no longer debated the issue and the so called ossianic
controversy which once engulfed the literary circles of europe and
america had died dr johnsons analysis has been shown to be right and
Macphers ons translations are now known to be perhaps the most
macphersons
notorious fraud in literary history
it is easy to imagine the damaging effects of such a conclusion to
such a controversy on the sincere efforts of those first latter day saint
missionaries who went to great britain in the first half of the nineteenth
century carrying the book of mormon and being largely or totally
unaware of the literary context into which their book inevitably made
them enter in presenting the book of mormon in such a poisoned literary
atmosphere they faced irrational and predetermined distrust the reading
public of britain had become very wary and cynical after the events I1 have
described and understandably so what had for a time seemed almost like
the hand of god active in preserving and revealing ancient writings had
become a mixture of truth and blatant falsehood with the falsehood
leaving of course the stronger
strongerimpression
impression into the british literary context
of disappointed hopes and cynical fraud entered the book of mormon in
1837 the missionaries who carried it would have found difficulty in
appeals based on either logic or ortradition
making
the lord
makingappeals
tradition perhaps in
fact thelord
inface
infact
theford
had allowed the literary events of the preceding decades to unfold in such
a way that the only valid appeal was to the spirit
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